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information management 518
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aiding and abetting as criminal responsibility mode 675–6
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budget and caseload concerns 673
crimes occurring in the territory of a State Party 676
financial aspects of underlying offences 674–8
forfeiture and reparations scheme 677–8
future inclusion possibilities 671–4, 676–7
gravity of crime issue 673
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mens rea test 675
origins 668–9
pillage as possible underlying crime 676–7
Rome Statute exclusion 668–71
terrorism and drug trafficking, resistance to inclusion 669–71
international development assistance see corruption and international development assistance
International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) 239–40, 285
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) 439, 440
International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) 615–16
internet
development effects 44
online reporting, China 429–30
providers, acquiring records from 567
see also computer related fraud; cybercrime; technology
interviewing techniques, importance of skilled 568–9
investigation efficacy and secrecy, strategic tools and future development 752–4
investigative agencies, pressure to get results 736–8
investment schemes 368
EU Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 152–3, 153–4
see also computer related fraud
investors, hedge fund risks 146–8
Iraq, corruption and public policy 438, 440–42
Ireland, Criminal Assets Bureau (CAB) and conviction based confiscation 468–9
Islamic law and concept of fraud 19–20, 356–65
burden of proof 360–61
condemnation of fraud 362–3
financial crimes, prohibition of 364–5
fiqh (jurisprudence) 357–8
insider trading 364–5
Islamic law sources 356–9
misrepresentation 360
money laundering 365
non-disclosure of material price-sensitive information 364–5
public interest 358
Qur’an 357, 359, 362–3, 364, 365
rescinding a contract 360–61
rule of law validity 359
Shari’ah law 283, 356, 359
Sunnah 357, 359, 362–3, 364, 365
Italy
insolvency-related crime 211–12
organised crime groups 13
Jamaica
crime and tourism links 98
money laundering 87, 89–91
Proceeds of Crime Act 89–91, 95
reporting of corrupt activity 95
tax evasion 97
Terrorism Prevention Act (TPA) 98
Japan
FATF Mutual Evaluation Report 476–7
money laundering 481, 483
Punishment of Organized Crimes and Control of Crime Proceeds Act 478, 482
Jewish fraud concept 18–19, 21–2
judicial approaches
criminal procedural norms, judicial resistance to 719
fraud cases, management of complex, UK 572
fraud trial process problems and judicial decisions 556–7
insider trading crimes, sentencing, US 255–61
trial before a judge alone or with professional assessors, call for 561–2
see also criminal justice system; criminal penalties; sentencing
just price doctrine 34
see also history of financial crime
legal aid 555
legal mechanisms to control bribery and corruption see bribery and corruption, legal mechanisms to control
legal profession and clients, relationship between 533–4
legitimisation, crimes of the powerful (CoP) see crimes of the powerful (CoP) and legitimisation
leverage effects, hedge fund regulation development 146, 148, 150, 151, 153
Libor scandal 32–3
limited liability companies 168, 718
loyalty as fiduciary duty see fiduciary duty of loyalty
LTCM collapse 148–9, 150 see also hedge fund regulation development
Malaysia, Islamic insurance benefits 359
malware 370–71 see also computer related fraud
management
personnel management processes and succession plans 241–2, 247
senior management ‘tone’ effects 296 see also businesses; corporate governance
management disqualification in companies and financial institutions, UK 714–25
company, meaning of 716
court powers 715–16
criminal procedural norms, judicial resistance to 719
defined past misconduct 716
disqualification as civil sanction 718–19
disqualification duration 722
disqualification orders and undertakings 722–3
disqualification scope and duration 716–17
evidence gathering and enforcement 117
fair trial guarantee considerations 719
fiduciary duties and duties of care consideration 720–21
jurisdictions with similar regimes 714–15
legal consequences 723, 724
limited liability abuse 718
permission to act notwithstanding disqualification 724–5
personal insolvency regime 716
standard of probity and competence 719–20
‘unfit conduct’ trigger 719–22
see also accountability and responsibility in financial sector
‘Mareva by letter’ as stopgap 709
Market Abuse Directive (2007), China, insider trading regulation 267
markets
‘ban of market entry’, China 274
compliance officer issues and market misconduct 283–4
crimes of the powerful (CoP) and market manipulation 61
financial market regulation 220–25
hedge funds and investor risks 146–8
insider trading, market absorption approach 256, 257–8, 260
market abuse code, UK 290–91
market theories and regulation of securities 35–6, 37
market as victim 11, 13, 14
and misrepresentation 325
and trafficking see trafficking crimes unfair business practices and market distortion 88, 98
marriages, evasive 346–7
media disclosure effects and whistleblower protection 584, 585
mens rea test 193–4, 199, 477–8, 534–5, 675
misappropriation of assets 58, 59, 91, 97, 210–11, 216, 252, 269, 395, 704–5
misrepresentation 28, 316, 317, 325, 328, 360
mitigating factors, insider trading crimes 259–60
“Money Center” financial actors, failure to regulate 231–4
see also financial crisis
money laundering consent regime see UK, money laundering and consent regime
crime and criminals, characteristics 8, 12, 13
and crimes of the powerful (CoP), Russia 57
EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive xxi 473, 479, 486, 488–90
fraud concept 28
information management see information management in suspected money laundering cases
International Criminal Court inclusions 672, 676–7
securities and banking industries see securities and banking industries, civil enforcement, US, anti-money laundering laws
strategic tools and future development 737, 741–2, 746, 753
suspicion and reporting 307
technology and internationalisation of crime 43, 46–9
see also individual countries
money laundering offences 473–84
criminality type 479–80
domestic and regional law 473, 477–9
dual criminality problems 478, 479, 484
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Recommendations, predicate offences 475–6, 479–80, 483–4
inter-governmental bodies 473–4
international law 474
mens rea test 477–8
proof requirements 480–81
restrictions on 454–6
self-laundering 483–4
sentencing powers and separate offences 478–9
tax offences 476, 481–2
tipping-off breaches by financial institutions 476–7
UN Vienna Convention 473, 474, 475
money laundering, serious crime and human rights balance 532–41
'associational' liability 539
civil forfeiture restrictions 537
criminal legal rights 534–8
legal profession and clients, relationship between 533–4
legal regime scope differences 537–8
mens rea test, distortion of conventional element 534–5
non-conviction based models of forfeiture 535–7
post-conviction laws and confiscation 535
privacy or confidentiality rights 532–4
'proceeds of crime', understanding of 537–8
property rights 538
risk-based appraisal concerns 540
'success’, problem with 540–41
terrorism context 538–40
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) intervention 538–9
money laundering, and terrorist financing measures, Financial Action Task Force (FATF) xxx 8, 49, 283, 520–31
deterrence measures 527
effectiveness assessment methodology 523–4, 528–9
effectiveness assessment methodology, technical compliance standards 523
evaluation programme 522
exclusionary approach 526–7, 529–30
'financial systems and the broader economy' protection 524–6
informal economic activity as risk factor 525–6
International Co-operation Review Group (ICRG) framework 523
international implementation of Recommendations 522, 523
new entrant cost barriers 529
Non-Cooperative Countries and Territories (NCCT) programme 522–3
quantification of proceeds of crime 527–8
regional FATF-style bodies and global coverage of standards 522
risk-based approach 525–6, 529–30
safety and security contribution 526–8
suspicious transaction reporting, over-compliance concerns 529
unintended consequences 528–30
see also terrorism and economic crime, money laundering
money-transfers, and offshore issues 680–81
monitoring
accountability and responsibility in financial sector 241, 243–4, 248–9
China, Committees for Discipline Inspection (CDIs) 421, 422, 424–5, 428–30
electronic surveillance use 560
importance of 297
improvements, need for, Indonesia 176
international developments and trends, compliance officer issues 285
issues, corruption and international development assistance 410
record keeping and financial crime deterrence 301, 303, 305, 308–9
stewardship duties in respect of property, fraudulent 331
moral issues see ethical conduct
mutual legal assistance 327, 635, 643–4, 686, 688–9
naked fraud, France 347–8
'naked officials’, China 430–31, 432–3
Netherlands, freezing orders 711–12
New Zealand, cartels 125–9
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Nigeria
Economic and Financial Crimes Commission xxviii
Ibori money laundering case 449, 451–2, 454–5
non-conviction based forfeiture justification for 468–9
serious crime and human rights balance 535–7
UK 462–3
see also civil asset recovery
Non-Cooperative Countries and Territories (NCCT) programme 522–3
non-disclosure 316, 322, 364–5
see also disclosure

OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials 60, 386
OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 172–3
offshore havens 47, 48–9, 680–82
offshore issues in policing financial crime 679–90
Cayman Islands, Criminal Procedure Code and confiscation of funds 681–2
criminal proceeds, hiding of beneficial ownership 681
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